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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
V.M. Hjor Ku Xoans has contributed to the dictionary with 8 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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eugenesia
Eugenics: each and every one of the genetic experiments and scientific procedures that supposedly would enhance the
quality of human life, from the manipulation and modification of progeneres, gymnastics antenatal, generic, energizing
food, aesthetic gymnastics, orthopedics, homeopathy and even euthanasia, are the consequence of a disorderly world
population explosion.

historia
History: record faithful and true of an event in memory, to be expressed in the future through the memory, without its
sense alters the quality of the interpretation of Scripture or the verbal account of longing. -Holy: sacred version or in
writing of the different chapters of the Bible or other books whose significance is inherent to a Sanskrit character; Holy
Scriptures.

ku
Ku: name itself, according to the Egyptians, it referred to the hypothetical place of dream-like experience. According to
the Gnostic liturgy, ' ku 39 hjor; translates as ' desert of Ku '.   (Hjor Ku, interpreted as the Admirable name of the
Prophet of Rá - abstract Sun - corresponds by its characteristics to the prophet Jonah (Xoans ) the Scriptures 41
Hebreo-Arameas;.

manu
Manu: first man according to various Eastern mythologies. Hand, support, help. Disposal of rays, radio or phalanges
which join at the end of an arm. The hand-- scrito: manuscript, written in own handwriting.

norma
Standard: condition written edited according to some parameters or sections of the Act. Edition of a collective
agreements. Activity at the foot of the letter, according to the laws in force. Written agreement that must not alienate.

pragmatismo
pragmatism: philosophical movement based on scientific truth verification, when arguments work. Demand for practice
for checking a criterion, a theoretical fact or an absolute experience. Pragmatism can be active or passive in nature: a
passive character, when checking does not require activity or use of technical instruments, as in the case of the
dreamlike lucidity, objective deep meditation and miracles; and has an active character when checking demands the use
of artifices technological, as in the case the experimental sciences: laboratory and didactic.

prosodia
Prosody: meaning or sense that takes a Word, phrase, or sentence, according to the spelling and other rules of the
grammar of a language, for the proper application of characters, to understand its meaning and what you want to
express orally or in writing. The use of commas, tildes, or points, determine the Prosody of a written or oral expression:
the knowledge of it. The be. be and to know, knows well ( 41 fruit - know lot ( it is wise ). As the wise. Be wise.   ( the
accent is an accent, but stressed lacks tildes: this is the man - this is the man!  ) etc.

tamal
Tamale: cake of wet corn fermented and/or other cereals that adovada with meat, vegetables and some bulbs, be
cooked wrapped in leaves of banana or vihao relaxed prior to the fire-- tolimense: cake of seasoned rice that, in the
manner of a tamal is cooked wrapped in banana leaves marchitadas fire. Dish of food typical of the Department of
Tolima, Colombia.


